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Operational level integrated case study – Examiner’s report March 2015 exam session 

This document should be read in conjunction with the examiner’s suggested answers and marking guidance. 

General comments 

This was the first sitting of the Operational level case study examination. Each of the five variants deployed assessed the core competencies of 

technical, business and people skills in the same proportions and proved to be very similar in terms of their overall difficulty, as demonstrated by 

the scores achieved. There was a broad range of performance on each of the five variants, with some excellent answers as well as a number of 

poor or incomplete answers. As expected, most answers were in the mid-range. 

On the whole, candidates appeared to be prepared for the fact that each section of the variant had its own time element, with virtually all 

candidates completing answers for each section.  

It was encouraging to see some attempt at application to the scenario of Valley Spring, especially in relation to the Enterprise pillar elements of 

the variants. Candidates who were able to link the scenario into their answers generally scored well.  

However, this ability to apply knowledge to the scenario does still need to be developed, especially in relation to the Performance and Finance 

pillars. Answers which simply reproduced knowledge without application to the specific situation of Valley Spring scored few marks. 

There was some evidence of rote-learned answers being reproduced in response to some of the tasks. Clearly there had been some question 

spotting, although such answers generally scored poorly as they were neither applied to the scenario nor answered the specific question asked. 

Overall, the competency which was demonstrated the most was business skills, closely followed by people skills. This corresponds to the fact 

that candidates seemed better prepared to apply their Enterprise pillar knowledge to Valley Spring. Demonstration of technical skills was often 

mixed, which is disappointing given that there is a 64% weighting for this. It must be borne in mind that the Operational level case study 

examination is based upon all of the syllabi for P1, E1 and F1 and therefore candidates must be prepared for that.  

There were three marks available for integration of knowledge within each variant. Candidates who commented around a subject area and 

brought in other relevant information from other subject areas or syllabi were awarded these marks. 
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Variant 1 

 

 Designed to test ability to: Competency being 

tested: 

Syllabus learning outcome: 

Section 1 Explain appropriate basis for a production decision 

concerning a short term constraint. 

Technical skills P1 – analyse short-term pricing and product 

decisions 

Demonstrate understanding of throughput 

accounting 

Technical skills P1 – discuss costing methods and their results 

Explain suitability of throughput to Valley Spring  Business skills P1 –discuss costing methods and their results 

Section  2 Explain of benefits of market segmentation to a 

marketing campaign 

People skills E1 – apply tools and techniques to formulate the 

organisation’s marketing strategies, including the 

collection, analysis and application of big data 

Apply IAS 38 Intangible Assets with respect to brand 

value and marketing expenditure 

Technical skills F1 – produce the primary financial statements of 

an individual entity incorporating accounting 

transactions and adjustments, in accordance with 

the relevant international financial reporting 

standards, in an ethical manner 

Section 3 Demonstrate understanding of cost behaviours and 

forecasting techniques 

Technical skills P1 – discuss costing methods and their results and 

prepare forecasts of financial results 

Section 4 Explain the practical impact on the finance function 

of supplying to small scale customers 

Business skills E1 – Explain how the finance function supports the 

organisation’s strategies and operations 

Explain the risks to the business of supplying to 

small scale customers 

Technical skills F1 – Evaluate the working capital position of an 

entity 

Describe actions that the business could take to 

mitigate these risks 

Leadership skills F1 – Evaluate the working capital position of an 

entity 
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Rationale 

The central theme for variant 1 was the launch of new flavoured water products and the impact of this on the business. The topic areas tested 

were limiting factor analysis, throughput accounting, market segmentation, financial reporting in respect of brand and marketing cost 

capitalisation, cost behaviour and receivables management. 

Comments on performance 

Section 1 on limiting factor analysis and throughput accounting was generally not well answered. Many answers were muddled and a number 

did not identify the fact that the direct production labour was in fact constrained. However, there was a significant minority that did correctly 

identify that production of the smaller bottles should take priority given the constraint in labour hours. Many candidates commented 

successfully on the removal of the constraint but few identified many other factors to be considered. Answers on throughput accounting were 

very brief and superficial, with very few commenting on its suitability to the business. 

Section 2 had mixed answers. Many candidates were able to discuss market segmentation and indeed there were many good answers where 

relevant examples were given which directly related to the flavoured bottled water market. The financial reporting issues surrounding the 

capitalisation of brand value and marketing costs was less well answered, with many candidates concluding incorrectly that both could be 

capitalised. Those candidates who were able to apply the definition of an asset to marketing costs and brand value scored highly. 

Again in section 3 answers were varied, although often those that scored poorly had written very little. Within the single task for this section, the 

second bullet point asked for how the split of the fixed and variable elements of the cost might be better forecasted and those that specifically 

discussed forecasting methods scored well.  

The answers in section 4 were on the whole encouraging with many candidates scoring well. Most identified that the main issue would be the 

increase in the number of transactions and the pressure this would place on the finance function. The risks were also well understood, both in 

terms of the risks themselves and measures to mitigate them. There was some very good application demonstrated in this section. 
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Variant 2 

 

 Designed to test ability to: Competency being 

tested: 

Syllabus learning outcome: 

Section 1 Demonstrate understanding of the principle of 

relevant costing in the context of establishing a 

one-off contract price. 

Technical skills P1 –analyse short-term pricing and produce 

decisions 

Section  2 Explain the steps involved in preparing an HR plan 

and how such a plan could benefit Valley Spring 

Business skills E1 – apply the tools and techniques of HRM 

Describe what should be included in a job 

description and a person specification 

People skills E1 - apply the tools and techniques of HRM 

Section 3 Describe the impact on the financial statements 

of acquiring an investment in associate 

Technical skills F1 – produce the consolidated statement of 

financial position and consolidated statement of 

comprehensive income in accordance with 

relevant international financial reporting 

standards, in an ethical manner 

 Advise on the benefits of achieving an effective 

brand 

Business skills E1 - apply tools and techniques to formulate the 

organisation’s marketing strategies, including the 

collection, analysis and application of big data  Advise on the implications to the business of 

maintaining an effective brand once established 

Leadership skills 

Section 4 Demonstrate understand of and analyse mix and 

yield variances  

Technical skills P1 – discuss costing methods and their results 
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Rationale 

The central theme for variant 2 was the supply of Valley Spring water in glass bottles, firstly for a one-off contract and then for the hotel trade, 

and the impact of this on the business. The topic areas tested were relevant costing in respect of setting a price for a one-off contract, HR 

planning, acquisition of an associate investment, brand effectiveness and mix and yield variances. 

Comments on performance 

The majority of candidates were able to correctly comment upon the relevant costing issues inherent in the contract costing schedule given to 

them in section 1. This is core P1 knowledge and it was encouraging to see that this knowledge was correctly applied. However, many candidates 

ended their answers there and did not provide any commentary about the other factors to be considered. Even where there was some attempt 

at this, answers were often brief and superficial. 

In section 2 a significant minority of candidates discussed the recruitment of staff in a general sense in the first part of the task rather than the 

steps involved in creating an HR plan, which was disappointing. The second part of the task on what to include in a job description and a person 

specification was on the whole well answered. 

In section 3, many candidates failed to identify the investment in BB as an associate investment, despite some heavy clues and therefore scored 

poorly. Of those that did identify the associate investment, many failed to discuss the impact of equity accounting in any depth. The answers in 

respect of the benefits of and the maintenance of an effective brand were generally better, although again lacked any real depth, with many not 

linking to Valley Spring. 

The answers in section 4 were generally good. Most candidates were able to explain why mix and yield variances would not be suitable for Valley 

Spring, although the usefulness of such variances in assessing performance was often either omitted or only discussed very briefly. The 

interpretation of the variances was generally well answered.  
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Variant 3 

 

 Designed to test ability to: Competency being 
tested: 

Syllabus learning outcome: 

Section 1 Analyse a break-even chart at different price 
points 

Technical skills P1 – analyse short-term pricing and product 
decisions 

Apply IAS 20 Accounting for Government Grants 

and Disclosure of Government Assistance with 

respect to a potential grant receipt 

Technical skills F1 – produce the primary financial statements of 

an individual entity incorporating accounting 

transactions and adjustments, in accordance with 

the relevant international financial reporting 

standards, in an ethical manner 

Section  2 Explain appropriate basis for a decision  

concerning the short term shut down of a 

production line 

Technical skills P1 – explain concepts of cost and revenue 

relevant to pricing and product decisions 

Describe other relevant factors  to the decision Business skills E1 –demonstrate the purpose of the operations 

function and its relationships with other parts of 

the organisation 

Section 3 Explain the accounting implications of the return 

of contaminated inventory 

Technical skills F1 – produce the primary financial statements of 

an individual entity incorporating accounting 

transactions and adjustments, in accordance with 

the relevant international financial reporting 

standards, in an ethical manner 

Apply IAS 10 Events After the Reporting Period to 

the situation regarding the return of 

contaminated inventory 

Technical skills 

Section 4 Explain the use of quality circles within Valley 

Spring 

Business skills E1 – apply tools and techniques of operations 

management 

Explain the implications of quality circles for 

Valley Spring 

Leadership skills 

Demonstrate understanding of an ethical issue People skills E1 – discuss relationships between internal and 

external sources of governance, regulation and 

professional behaviour 
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Rationale 

The central theme for variant 3 was again the launch of a new flavoured water product, although this time the focus was on the impact on the 

business of a contamination issue. The topic areas tested were break-even analysis, the accounting treatment of government grants, relevant 

costing principles, inventory valuation and events after the reporting period, quality circles and ethics. 

Comments on performance 

The analysis of the break-even chart in section 1 was generally good, especially in relation to the impact of the different sales prices. Often, 

however, little comment was made regarding the validity of the assumptions. Answers to the alternative accounting treatments for the 

government grant were mixed, with some candidates demonstrating a sound grasp of the topic and others showing a complete lack of 

knowledge. 

Section 2 was not well answered. Many candidates failed to identify that the production overhead costs would still be incurred regardless of 

closing the production line, despite this being a fundamental principle. Answers here tended to be too brief. 

There were some very good answers to section 3 and many candidates were able to identify the key issues regarding inventory write off, 

repayment to the customers and the fact that this was an adjusting event. Answers could have been improved by clearly distinguishing between 

the contaminated water returned and the non-contaminated water being returned (especially in relation to the event at the reporting period 

comments). 

In common with many of the tasks which had an Enterprise pillar focus, section 4 answers on quality circles were generally good, although could 

have been improved with more application to the specifics of Valley Spring. The response to the ethical issue was reasonably answered, 

although often too brief to score very highly.  
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Variant 4 

 

 Designed to test ability to: Competency being 

tested: 

Syllabus learning outcome: 

Section 1 Explain the relevant costing implications of 

undertaking back load business 

Technical skills P1 – explain concepts of cost and revenue 

relevant to pricing and product decisions 

Explain how expected values and probabilities 

could be applied to the back-load business 

Technical skills P1 – analyse information to assess risk and its 

impact on short-term decisions 

Section  2 Describe the benefits and drawbacks of 

outsourcing transportation 

Business skills E1 – discuss the different types of structure that 

an organisation may adopt 

Discuss the best way forward regarding 

outsourcing  

Leadership skills 

Explain the factors to be considered when setting 

up a bonus scheme for drivers 

People skills E1 – apply the tools and techniques of HRM 

Section 3 Explain the calculation of the tax liability and first 

year tax depreciation allowances 

Technical skills F1 – produce computations for corporate income 

tax and capital tax 

Explain the principles of environmental activity 

based costing 

Technical skills P1 – explain the role of environmental costing 

Section 4 Advise on possible sources of raising short 

finance, including improvements in working 

capital management 

Technical skills F1 – evaluate the working capital position of an 

entity and describe the sources of short-term 

finance 
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Rationale 

The central theme for variant 4 was the efficient use of Valley Spring’s fleet of delivery vehicles after a significant increase in fuel costs. The topic 

areas tested were relevant costing principles, expected values and probabilities, outsourcing, bonus schemes, taxation, environmental activity-

based accounting and short-term cash generation. 

Comments on performance 

Section 1 was poorly answered on the whole. Most candidates did recognise that the costs of the updated telephone system and the GPS system 

were not relevant and that the costs of additional office staff and driver allowances were relevant, but failed to identify that the increase in fuel 

costs would happen anyway and therefore the comparison to this increase was misleading. The answers to the task relating to expected values 

and probabilities were very poor. Many candidates were unable to define expected value and the vast majority did not link their answer to the 

scenario. 

In contrast to section 1, the answers to section 2 were generally very good, especially in relation to outsourcing. There was some very good 

application of knowledge to the scenario here. The task relating to setting a bonus scheme for the drivers was the least well answered part of 

this section, with a number of answers being muddled. 

The answers to the taxation issues in section 3 were either good or very poor. The poor answers were very brief and tended to demonstrate 

little or no technical knowledge, let alone application. The answers on environmental activity-based accounting were mixed. Many candidates 

could discuss environmental costs and could also discuss activity-based costing in general terms, but did not link the two.  

Section 4 answers were generally good. From the limited information many candidates were able to suggest sensible means of generating the 

funds needed, although a minority did suggest a medium-term loan when the information had expressly stated this was not an option. 
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Variant 5 

 

 Designed to test ability to: Competency being 

tested: 

Syllabus learning outcome: 

Section 1 Explain how to correct a forecast gross profit 

statement to adjust for movement in inventory 

Technical skills P1 – discuss costing methods and their results 

Section  2 Explain the advantages and disadvantages of 

multi and single sourcing supply 

People skills E1 – demonstrate the purpose of the operations 

function and its relationship with other parts of 

the organisation 

Apply IAS 40 Investment Property to explain the 

impact of an investment property on the financial 

statements. 

Technical skills F1 – produce the primary financial statements of 

an individual entity incorporating accounting 

transactions and adjustments, in accordance with 

the relevant international financial reporting 

standards, in an ethical manner 

Section 3 Discuss the management of IT system changeover Business skills E1 – explain how information systems support the 

organisation’s strategies and operations 

Section 4 Analyse an aged receivables report and advise on 

the use of factoring the manage receivables 

Technical skills F1 - evaluate the working capital position of an 

entity 

Advise on steps that the business could take with 

regard to receivables to better manage liquidity 

Leadership skills 
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Rationale 

The central theme for variant 5 was the impact on the business of losing a major customer. The topic areas tested were gross profit calculations 

under absorption costing, multi- and single-source supply, the accounting treatment of an investment property, IT systems implementation and 

receivables management. 

Comments on performance 

Section 1 was not well answered. Many candidates failed to identify that the movement in inventory had not been dealt with at all in the 

prepared gross profit statement and where this was identified few knew how to correct it. Most candidates did identify that the overhead 

absorption was incorrect. 

The discussion on single- and multi-sourcing of supply in section 2 was usually well answered. Most candidates clearly laid out their answers as 

advantages and disadvantages as instructed. The accounting treatment of the investment property was less well answered.  Many candidates 

demonstrated a lack of technical knowledge in this area. 

Section 3 was reasonably answered on the whole. Most candidates were able to discuss the various methods of implementation, although for 

the majority there was very little application to the scenario. In particular very few candidates noted that there were two different systems to be 

installed, one off-the-shelf and one bespoke, and hence different approaches should be taken. 

There were some very good answers to section 4 including detailed analysis of the aged receivables report and a comprehensive discussion of 

steps that could be taken to improve liquidity. The factoring element of the task was the least well answered with some candidates simply 

defining factoring with little or no application to Valley Spring. 
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Tips for future candidates 

There are a number of key points to take into account when preparing for future Operational level case study examinations, as follows: 

• Application to the scenario is key to achieving a good mark. Simply reproducing rote-learned answers or pure knowledge of a topic 
area will score very few, if any, marks.  

• When sitting an Operational level case study examination, it is important to take time to plan your answer so that you are able to 
apply your knowledge to the specifics of the case. 

• Preparation on the pre-seen material is vital. Ensure that you are very familiar with the business, especially the financial information, 
before the exam as this will help you with applying your knowledge and will save you time. Similarly, an awareness of the industry 
that the business is in will help you to think of the wider issues that might impact on decisions that you could be asked to comment 
on. 

• The Operational level case study examination covers all of the P1, E1 and F1 syllabi and therefore no topic area is off limits to the 
examiner. Make sure that you do not leave topic areas out of your preparation.  

• The Operational level case study examination is weighted 64% technical skills. It is really important that your technical knowledge is 
comprehensive so that you can apply it to the scenario you are faced with. 


